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Abstract

This paper introduces a new approach to dialogue. This approach is based on the idea
that dialogue can be seen as a form of two-person knowledge base editing. In a dialogue,
it is the dialogue history which is being edited. We propose some constraints on editing
dialogue histories which distinguish dialogue from knowledge base editing in general.
We claim that our proposal yields both interesting conceptual insights into the nature of
dialogue, and provides a starting point for building practically feasible dialogue systems.
A first prototype of such a dialogue system has been developed. We provide a description
of this system.



1 Introduction

In this paper we describe a new approach to dialogue. We demonstrate that this approach
provides both a fresh view on the nature of dialogue and helps us to build practically feasible
dialogue systems. Central to our approach is the notion of a shared dialogue history. Theidea
that utterances both give rise to updates of this history and are dependent on this history (e.g.,
for the interpretation of ambiguous expressions, pronouns, etc.) is well established (see, e.g.,
Clark, 1996).

Our main contribution is to take the idea that the utterances in a dialogue depend onand
affect a shared history quite literally. A dialogue is modelled as a two agents editing a knowl-
edge base (i.e., adding, cutting, copying and pasting knowledge objects) which representsthe
dialogue history. For this purpose, we use theWYSIWYM knowledge editing technology (see
Poweret al., 1998). We show that a dialogue can be seen as a special type of two-person
knowledge base editing. We provide a number of constraints on two-person knowledge base
editing which distinguish a dialogue from other forms of knowledge editing, thus obtaining a
new view on the nature of dialogue.

The approach that we describe has been developed in the context of theCLIME project.1
The overall aim of this project is a generic web-based system for accessinglegal information.
We describe the application that is being developed within theCLIME project to illustrate the
suitability of our dialogue model for web-based human-computer interaction.

We proceed as follows. In section 2, we describeWYSIWYM style knowledge base editing.
Next, in section 3, we introduce our model of dialogue as knowledge base editing. In section 4,
an application, which is an information system for maritime law, is introduced. We identify the
sort of situations in which systems like the one we developed for the maritime domain could
be useful. Section 5 contains a discussion of the relation between our approach to dialogue
and the approach in current commercially available dialogue systems. Furthermore, at the end
of this section we list avenues for further research.

2 WYSIWYM Knowledge Base Editing

Generally speaking, there are two ways of editing a knowledge base: by means of a command
language and by means of direct manipulation. Let us first consider the use of command
languages. A command language requires an interpreter which updates the knowledge base
on the basis of the user’s typed or spoken input. Ideally, the user should be able to edit the
knowledge base by means of the language which s/he is most accustomed to, i.e., unrestricted
natural language. Unfortunately, for the foreseeable future unrestricted text is not feasible
for practical applications, because natural language understanding from free text is not yet
sufficiently reliable. Therefore, so-called controlled languages have beenintroduced (see,
e.g., Fuchs and Schwitter, 1996; van der Eijck, 1998). But there is a downside to the use of
controlled languages: a user will have to learn to write in the controlled language, which can
involve a substantial amount of effort.

Alternatively, there are direct manipulation interfaces to knowledge bases. Usually, the
knowledge base consists of a network, which is graphically presented to the user (see, e.g.,
Paley, 1996). The user can now directly cut objects from the network and insert objects into
the network. Thus each action by the user has a direct semantic interpretation. Hence, no
parsing and interpreting is required. Again, there is also a downside. Networkrepresentations
of knowledge can become very complicated and therefore difficult to understand by the user.



In Poweret al. (1998), a new solution, calledWYSIWYM (What You See is What You
Meant), to the problem of knowledge editing has been proposed.WYSIWYM aims at the best
of both worlds: the practical feasibility of direct manipulation and the ease ofuse of natural
language text. The basic idea underlyingWYSIWYM can be presented by means of a simple
diagram, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The editing cycle

Figure 1. represents the editing cycle. Given a Knowledge Base (KB), the system generates
a description of the knowledge base in the form of a ‘feedback text’ containing ‘anchors’
representing places where the knowledge base can be extended. Each anchor is associated
with pop-up menus, which present the possible extensions of theKB at that point. On the basis
of the extension that the user selects, the knowledge base is updated and a new feedback text is
generated from the new contents of theKB. Additionally, spans of feedback text representing
an object in theKB can also be selected by means of the mouse. Cut and copy operations
are available which allow the user to cut or copy the underlying knowledge base object into
a buffer. Subsequently, such an object can be pasted into a location where theKB is still
incomplete. After a cut or paste action, a new feedback text is generated whichrepresents the
updatedKB.

Let us consider a very simple example which allows us to briefly illustratethe essen-
tial features ofWYSIWYM editing. As usual, the knowledge base consists of two parts: a
T(erminological)-box and an A(ssertion)-box. In the T-box, we specify the set of available
concepts and their attributes:2
(1) a. domain > [like, person].

b. person > [man, woman, girl, boy].
c. like intro [attr1:person, attr2:person].

We start with the conceptdomain, which has two subconcepts:like andperson (1.a).
Subsequently, we introduce the subconcepts of the conceptperson in (1.b). Finally, in (1.c),
it is stated that the conceptlike has two attributes. A concept following a colon indicates
which objects are legitimate values of the attribute.

The A-box contains the actual knowledge that is to be edited. Formally, this knowledge
has the structure of a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). The nodes in the graph stand for the
instances of concepts, i.e., objects, and the directed arcs of the graph representattributes. The
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Figure 2: Editing aDAG

basic editing operation on aDAG is that of adding a new object, of a specified type, as the
value of an attribute of an existing object. However, when we start knowledge editing, the
A-box may be empty. To start the editing process, we need a predefined root attribute in the
A-box, which is not part of the T-box proper, but whose value has to be an instance of one of
the concepts that have been introduced in the T-box. For instance, let us assume that value of
the root attribute has to be an instance of the conceptlike. This means that the state of the
KB before we start editing can be represented with the graph in Figure (2.a). On the basis of
this KB a feedback text is generated:

(2) Some relation of liking.

The entire span of text is in boldface. This indicates that the text is an anchor. By clicking
on it, a menu appears which shows the possible alternatives for expanding theKB. In this case,
the menu has only one option:new object. When the user selects this option a new object
of the conceptlike is introduced into theKB (see fig. 2.b). On the basis of the newKB a
fresh feedback text is generated:

(3) Some person likes some person.

The new feedback text has two anchors. When the user selects the first anchor, a menu with
the optionnew object appears again. But now, when user user clicks onnew object,
another menu appears, which allows the user to select the concept to which the object belongs:

man
woman
boy
girl

Let us assume that the user selectsboy. The newKB (fig. 2.c) gives rise to the following
feedback text:

(4) A boy likessome person.



Along the same lines, the second anchor can be expanded. This leads to a fully completed
knowledge base (fig. 2.d) and the following feedback text:

(5) A boy likes a girl.

Alternatively, instead of inserting a new object into the incomplete network(fig. 2.c), the
user could also have chosen to copy an object that was already available, andpaste it into the
part of the network that was not yet developed. For instance, the user could have selected the
span of text ‘a boy’. A menu would have appeared with the optionscut andcopy. If the user
had selectedcopy, the underlying object would have been stored in a buffer. Subsequently,
the user could have selected the span of text which represents the incomplete part of the KB,
i.e., ‘some person’. A menu would have appeared with the optionpaste. By performing
the paste action, the network in fig. (2.e). would have been constructed, and the following
feedback text would have been generated:

(6) A boy likes himself.

In this case, a reflexive pronoun is generated for the second attribute which takes the boy
in question as a value. Note that ifcopy andpaste had simply operated on the graphemic
level of the sentence (i.e., the character sequence) instead of the underlying semantics, the
result would have been ’A boy likes a boy’. For a more detailed account of coreference and
WYSIWYM editing we refer to van Deemter and Power (1998).

3 Dialogue and Knowledge Base Editing

In a dialogue, two persons produce utterances and thus build up a shared history. This history
is grounded in the physical events that constitute the utterances. On a higher levelof analysis,
the history consists of the words that were used and the syntactic structure of the phrases in
which the words occur. Let us call this the linguistic level. Finally, on the highest level of
analysis, the history consists of a sequence of speech acts. The speech acts each have a speech
act type or force and a semantic content (Searle, 1969).

In ordinary dialogue the interlocutors edit the dialogue history by producing new utter-
ances which extend the dialogue history. They also edit the dialogue history at its higher
levels of analysis: by producing new utterances they also produce new speech acts.In this
paper, we want to examine what it would be like if the interlocutors could directly edit the
dialogue history at its highest level of interpretation: the speech act level.

WYSIWYM allows us carry out this experiment. For that purpose, we assume that theKB

represent the dialogue history at the speech act level. Unrestricted two-person editing of this
KB would, however, be nothing like ordinary dialogue. We need three simple constraints on
the editing process to arrive at something which is similar to ordinary dialogue. We will state
these constraints and then discuss their implementation in aWYSIWYM environment.

Turn taking In a dialogue, people normally speak one at a time. In order to mimic this
phenomenon, we need to prevent the interlocutors from simultaneously editing the dialogue
history. Let us state this in terms of two simple constraints:

(C1) Interlocutors are prevented from editing the dialogue history simultaneously.



(C2) After an interlocutor has finished editing a speech act, s/he passes the turn to
the other interlocutor.

For the moment, these constraint will do, although it is a simplification: in realdialogues
overlapping speech does occur.

Immutability of history Once something has been said, the fact that it has been said is
immutable.3 In terms of knowledge editing this means that only the most recent speech act
can be changed in the editing process.

(C3) Interlocutors are prevented from editing speech acts other than the most re-
cent one.

Without this constraint in place we run into some serious difficulties. Suppose thatit were
allowed to edit speech acts further back in history. Note that some of the speech acts that
occur after time some timeT will depend on the speech acts before timeT. This means that
if a speech act before timeT is edited, this also has repercussions for the ensuing speech acts.
These repercussions can, however, not be overseen by one participant alone, sincethe ensuing
speech acts were produced by both participants. For instance, if participantA were to change
a question that preceded an answer produced byB, then this change would also affect the
answer. Hence, the editing operation on the question would have no clearly delineated effect
with respect to the entire dialogue history.

Note that although it is not possible to edit a dialogue history somewhere in the middle,
this does not prevent us from going back to some pointT in the history, and then pursuing a
alternative history to the one that actually took place afterT. This simply involves making a
copy of the history from its starting point untilT, and editing that copy. In section 4,we shall
see that this can be useful feature for practical dialogue systems.

As a consequence of the constraints (C1), (C2) and (C3), interlocutors are prevented from
editing one and the same speech act (whether it be simultaneously or at differenttimes). Note
again that this is a simplification: sometimes one interlocutor does complete another inter-
locutor’s utterance.

Accessibility of history Although in ordinary dialogue, we cannot change previous ut-
terances, we can make use of the content that they introduced, by means of, for instance,
anaphora:

A: The pump is not working.
B: You have to replaceit.

and presuppositions:

A: The pump is out of order.
B: Why is it out of order?4

In terms of knowledge editing this means that we are allowed to copy items from the pre-
ceding history and paste them into the speech act that is currently under construction. In this
respect, knowledge editing seems to require no further constraint. Note, however, that as soon
as the semantic representations associated with speech acts become sufficiently expressive
further constraints are needed. We have in mind the constraints on accessibility of discourse
referents (which correspond to objects in the knowledge base) as stated in Discourse Repre-
sentation Theory (Kamp & Reyle, 1993). It is beyond the scope of this paper to address this
issue, but see Kibbleet al. (1999) and Power (1999).



Implementing Dialogue as Knowledge Editing Let us now describe how we have imple-
mented these ideas by means of aWYSIWYM system. The idea is that the interlocutors are a
user and a software agent (e.g., an expert system). The user and the software agenttalk with
each other via adialogue managerwhich maintains the dialogue history. The dialogue history
is represented as aDAG. In this DAG, there will be nodes representing speech acts. At the
beginning of a dialogue we start with aDAG whose speech acts are not yet specified. In other
words, the dialogue history still has to be filled in by the interlocutors. The interlocutors can,
one at a time, expand a speech act, thus establishing step by step a dialogue history.

Pair with follow up

Follow up

Query Answer

Pair

Figure 3: Incomplete DAG representing a dialogue history

Consider theDAG in figure 3. ThisDAG represents part of a dialogue history which still
has to be filled in. There are locations representing three speech acts: a query, an answer
and a follow up query to the answer (in speech act terms, we have two directives and one
representative). The dotted boxes indicate in what order the interlocutors areallowed to edit
the incomplete dialogue history. We start at the innermost box. Technically, this means that
the root attribute is set to the location in the innermost box.

Let us assume that the user takes the first turn. The effect of having thequery location
as the value of the root is that theWYSIWYM generator will only generate a feedback text for
this node. The feedback text is:

User: Some enquiry.

The user can now start editing this query, until s/he is satisfied with the result, e.g.:

User: I have a tanker with an opening in
the upper deck. The opening is el-
liptical in shape (400x600mm). Is
this acceptable?

Now that the user has finished editing the query, s/he can hand over the turn to the other inter-
locutor. This means that the user interface will have a button for this purpose. Thesoftware
agent then constructs a representation of its answer (of course, it doesn’t use theWYSIWYM

interface, since the agent has been build in such a way that it can only construct well-formed
representations). The software agent submits this answer to the dialogue manager, who slots
it into the appropriate location of the dialogue history (theanswer location).



Now, it is the user’s turn again. At this point the root attribute is set to thepair with
follow up location. Note that here the root is not set to an incomplete location, but rather
to an object. The effect of this is that the generator will only generated the feedback text for
the knowledge objects below this object. Thus a feedback text is generated which represents
the full query and its answer, and an editable span of text for the follow-up query:

User: I have a tanker with an opening in
the upper deck. The opening is el-
liptical in shape (400x600mm). Is
this acceptable?

System: Yes it is acceptable without rein-
forcements.

User: Some follow up question.

At this point, the user can edit thefollow up location and copy objects which are situated
under thepair node into the follow up location. In other words, although the content of the
preceding speech acts can no longer be edited, it is available for constructing the new speech
act. For instance, the user might expand the follow-up location into a why question:

User: I have a tanker with an opening in
the upper deck. The opening is el-
liptical in shape (400x600mm). Is
this acceptable?

System: Yes it is acceptable without rein-
forcements.

User: Why is something the case?

At this point, the user can copy the proposition ‘it is acceptable without reinforcement’ into
the location ‘something’. Thus, we end up with the following feedback text:

User: I have a tanker with an opening in
the upper deck. The opening is el-
liptical in shape (400x600mm). Is
this acceptable?

System: Yes it is acceptable without rein-
forcements.

User: Why is it acceptable without rein-
forcements?

For the purpose of this example, we have identified the incomplete location of the dialogue
history with very specific speech acts (query, answer, follow-up). We could also have chosen
to use much broader types of speech acts as locations. For instance, we could have simply
identified a location with a speech act of any type, and then let the user, by means of the
WYSIWYM menu, choose whether it should be a question, conclusion, promise, declaration,
etc. For a practical application, where the sequence of speech act types can be predicted
reliably in advance, such freedom would, however, only have a negative effecton the ease of
use of the system. Furthermore, if we were to use more a more general taxonomy, wewould
be faced with the problem of selecting an appropriate one. Traum (1999) points out that one
needs to consider the task at hand when selecting a speech act taxonomy. For our purposes, a
taxonomy which closely follows the intuitions of ordinary language users is most desirable.



There is one limitation to the system as we have described it here. The range ofpossible
speech acttypesthat can be constructed at a given point in the dialogue does not depend on
the preceding dialogue history (note, however, that thecontentof a speech act can depend
on what has been said before, since the user is allowed to copy material from the preceding
dialogue). This range is determined by the networks that the T-Box allows us to build. This
T-box is static during the dialogue. We might, however, want to allow the user toonly ask
a follow-up question of a particular type, after an answer of a particular type.This can be
achieved by giving the dialogue manager a more active role. In addition to simply moving the
root attribute to the next incomplete speech act location, the dialogue manager mightpre-edit
this speech act on the basis of the information it has concerning the preceding dialogue, or
simply hide certain, no longer relevant, ways to expand the location from the user.

For instance, suppose the system has just replied ‘No’ to the question ‘Are there any pumps
on this ship?’. In that case, a where-question (‘Where are the pumps located’) is no longer
a sensible follow-up. Alternatively, if the answer had been ‘Yes’, a where-question would
have been a natural follow up. Here it is useful if the system can dynamically decide whether
to allow the user to construct a where-question or not. This idea has, however, notyet been
implemented in our first prototype.

4 An Application

The application that is described in this section is being developed in the context of theCLIME

project whose aim is to develop software to support access to legal and regulatory information.
The concrete application that is under development is in the area of maritime law.

Let us first describe the context of use of the application. The potential end users of the
application are the surveyors of a classification society. The business of this society is the
production and application of rules, in particular, in the maritime domain. In order for a ship
to be insured, the owner of the ship has to make sure that the ship has been certified by at
least one such classification society. Certification is carried out by the surveyors, who check
whether a ship fulfils all the rules that are laid down by the classificationsociety.

Currently, the rules of the classification society are available both in paper form and on CD-
Rom (with simple information retrieval functionality). Our project partnerat the university of
Amsterdam has developed a legal reasoning system which can apply (a formalisation of) the
rules to descriptions of ships (see Winkelset al., 1998). The system can, given a (partial)
description of a ship, determine which rules apply to it, and whether the described situation is
acceptable according to the rules or not.

Requirements On the basis of discussions with the end-users of the system (i.e., experts of
the French classification society Bureau Veritas) we established a number of requirementsto
which we have geared the architecture of our application prototype:5� The system aims to help the surveyors in their daily practice of certifying ships. This

means that the system should be available on site, for instance, during an inspection at
a ship yard. Therefore, a web-based architecture has been chosen for the system. The
user down loads the user interface as aJAVA applet into his/her computer, whereas the
system itself is running on a possibly more powerful server elsewhere (legalinformation
serving is computationally expensive for real life domains).



� The system is used in an internationally operating company and should be adaptable to
the language of the local users.� The user can ask queries and follow-ups to his/her queries, even days later than the
original query.� Given the nature of the domain, i.e., legal/regulatory information, there is a preference
for having access to information in its written form.

1. construct
  query

3. query 4. answer

2., 5.. store

6. view query and answer

Figure 4: The system architecture

The Architecture A simplified representation of the system architecture is depicted in Fig-
ure 4. The legal information server and the dialogue database are located on a server. The
user interface to the dialogue manager is running on the user’s computer as a client,whereas
the main functionality provided by the dialogue manager is running on the server. The idea is
that 1. the user constructs a query usingWYSIWYM . 2. This query is stored in the dialogue
database. 3. The query is submitted to the legal information server. 4. The legal information
server returns back an answer, which is integrated into the dialogue history (up till that point
it only contained the user’s query) which the dialogue manager retrieves from the dialogue
database. 5. Subsequently, the dialogue manager stores the updated dialogue history in the
dialogue database. 6. The user can view (the feedback text corresponding to) the new dia-
logue history (the user is notified by the system of any changes to the dialogue database), and
if needed continue to edit it.

Database-oriented dialogue There are two reasons for maintaining a dialogue database.
Firstly, it allows the user to quickly construct queries which deviate not too much from queries
which s/he submitted earlier on. For that purpose, the user simply retrieves aquery from the
database which is sufficiently similar to the one s/he wants to submits and modifies this query
before submitting it. The second reason for maintaining a dialogue database is thatthis makes
the dialogue independent of a persistent internet connection between the user’s computerand
the server. It is now possible to construct a follow up query to a query which wasposted hours,
days or even weeks ago. Furthermore, the legal information server may sometimes take more
than an hour to compute an answer. It would be rather awkward if the user needed to remain
logged in to wait for such an answer. Fortunately, this is not necessary because his or her query
is stored in the dialogue database and updated with the answer whenever the legal information



server has found one. The next time the user logs into the system s/he is notified of the change
in the dialogue database (alternatively, the user may also be notified immediately by email)
and can inspect the query and its answer.

Example of a session with the system After a user has logged in to the system, a main
window appears. This window (see figure 5.) is divided into two panels: a panel with a
directory structure and a view panel. The directory structure consists of folders and files in
which dialogue histories are stored. By clicking on a file, the user can view the dialogue
history which it contains in the view panel. Thus it is possible for the user to browse through
the collection of dialogue histories which s/he has built up by querying the system.

Figure 5: The main window

On the menu bar, there is a file, query and options menu. On the file menu, the user
finds the usual operations for manipulating files and folders, such as ‘delete’, ‘rename, open,
close folder, etc. The query menu provides amongst other things the possibility to create new
dialogue histories, edit existing dialogue histories and extend existing dialogue histories (i.e.,
construct follow-ups). For instance, when the user selects the optionedit, aWYSIWYM editing
window pops up. Within this window the user can then make alterations to the dialogue
history which was depicted in the view panel (see figure 6.). When the user is satisfied with
the changes which s/he made and has constructed a complete query (i.e., the last queryin the
dialogue history contains no locations which still need to be filled in), s/he can send the query
to the legal information server by selecting submit on the file menu of the editing window.

Let us now have a closer look at the query in figure 6. The current system has a T-Box and
a grammar which covers one chapter of the rules book of the classification society (there are
30 chapters in total). The example is modelled after the following query whichwas provided
by experts from the classification society: ‘I have a cargo ship with a gross tonnage of 500,
that is fitted with a bilge pump with a capacity of 100m3/h in the main engine room. This



Figure 6: The dialogue history editing window (English)

pump is driven by the main engine and can provide water to the fire extinguishing system.
Is this acceptable?’. Currently, a user can construct this query with theWYSIWYM system.
The feedback text that is generated by the system is depicted in figure 6. (The feedback
text is not yet fully complete. Note that the phrase ‘some pump’ is printed in a lighter grey.
These are anchors which indicate in which respects the underlying content of the queryis still
incomplete).

On the basis of a formal representation of the answer to this query (the formal representa-
tion was handmade, because the legal information server and the dialogue manager have not
yet been integrated) the text in Figure 7. is generated.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to go into the formal details concerning the representa-
tions of answers (but see Winkelset al., 1998). Let us, however, briefly sketch how the surface
structure of the answer is related to its underlying formal representation. The underlying rep-
resentation makes reference to two rules which are applicable to the case that the user wants
to examine. The first rule says that the firepumps of a ship are not allowed to be driven by
the main engine. A second rule says that it is allowed that a firepump is drivenby the main
engine, if the gross tonnage of the ship is less than a 1000. Thus we have (whereC = it is
allowed):P ! notC

(P ^ Q)! C
The rule with the more restricted antecedent wins. We have used the following template to
associate this type of answer with a natural language text (wherel(P ) stands for the translation
into natural language of the propositionP ):

Althoughl(P ), l(C), becausel(Q).



When the legal information system comes back with the answer, it is fitted into the repre-
sentation of the dialogue history. The system then generates a text from the representation of
the antecedent dialogue history which has been merged with the answer. It is essential that the
antecedent history and the answer are merged in order to get cross speaker anaphora right. For
instance, in figure 7., ‘the bilgepump’ is used to refer to an object which was introduced in the
user’s query. In the underlying representation, the bilgepump which is referred to in both the
query and the answer is represented with one object (i.e., a discourse referent).

Figure 7: Answer and a follow-up

In Figure 7., we also see an example of a follow-up query. This follow up query has been
constructed starting from the following feedback text: ‘Can you tell me whysome answer
state?’. The user can fill the location represented by the span ‘some answer state’, by se-
lecting a part of the answer, copying the underlying knowledge object, and pasting it into the
follow up. Thus a complete follow up question is constructed.

Finally, let us note that because the feedback texts which represent the dialogue history
are generated from an underlying language independent representation, it is rather straight-
forward to change the language which is supported by the system. All that needs to be done,
is to change the natural language generator which produces feedback texts from the formal
representation of the dialogue history. The user can select a language on the options menu of
the main window. For instance, if the user at this point selects French, the textin the query
window is replaced with its French equivalent (see figure 8).6
5 Discussion and Conclusions

In summary, the model of dialogue as knowledge editing that we have introduced provides
a fresh view on dialogue. In particular, by exploring the differences between dialogue and
knowledge editing in general, we obtain a new perspective on the nature of dialogues. Fur-
thermore, the model is promising for use in practical applications. It is basedon the user
friendly interaction provided byWYSIWYM editing. In combination with the use of a dialogue
database, it has some features which make it particularly useful for human-machine dialogue
over the internet. In the remainder of this section we compare our approach withalternative
approaches to natural language interpretation in dialogue, and conclude with some remarks on
directions for further research.

Natural language interpretation is a notoriously difficult task. Textbooks on human-computer
interaction (e.g., Sutcliffe, 1995; Dix et al., 1998) often point out that it seems unlikely that
a general natural language interface will be available for some time, if at all. This claim is
based on the fact that natural language interpretation is heavily context-dependent.In partic-
ular, interpretation may require any kind of general background knowledge that is available



Figure 8: The dialogue history editing window (French)

to a human agent. Formalization and tractable implementation of such immense knowledge
resources seems implausible for the foreseeable future (currently, the only large scale project
aiming at that goal is the Cyc project, see Guha & Lenat, 1994).

However, natural language interpretation seems feasible for small scale domains. In re-
cent times, commercially viable dialogue systems have been developed for suchconstrained
domains. The Philips automatic train timetable information system (Austet al., 1995) is a
case in point. However, the success of this and similar systems depends on the fact that there
is a very limited number of simple informational items which the systems needs to elicit from
the user in order to satisfy the user’s request. For instance, in order to provide the user with a
train connection, the Philips system needs the place of departure, the destination and the time
at which the user wants to depart or arrive. The system can provide a connection when it has
filled the slots for these parameters.

Suppose that the user tells the system “I’d like to go to Hamburg”. In that case, the only
part of the utterance that the system actually understands is “to Hamburg”. It uses this infor-
mation to fill in the slot for the destination. Thus, the system could not have told thedifference
between the aforementioned utterance and “I’d not like to go to Hamburg”. Furthermore, the
Philips system does not deal with anaphoric references such as pronouns and descriptions.
These limitations make this type of approach unsuitable for theCLIME domain.

In CLIME, the information that the system needs to elicit from the user typically consists of
multiple informational items which may be linked by co-reference and enter into logical (e.g.,
negation) and discourse relations (e.g., the relation between a legal case and a question about
that particular case). Consider, the following query in the maritime domainwhich illustrates
all three of the aforemention relations:

I have an oil tanker. One of its bilge pumps is not functioning. Can I replace the
pump with an ejector system?



The technology that is used in current state of the art applied dialogue systems is notsuited
for this type input. A legal analysis system will have to understand the meaning of theuser’s
utterance on a much more detailed level than the aforementioned dialogue systems do in order
to provide an answer to the user’s query. In particular, the system has to recognize coreferential
terms and the logical and rhetorical structure of the query. We already pointed outthat for the
foreseeable future unrestricted text seems to be not feasible for practical applications.

We hope to have made it plausible that our approach to dialogue as knowledge editing,
and in particular, the use of theWYSIWYM technology, provides a promising alternative to the
approaches taken in currently available commercial dialogue systems and research dialogue
systems (the latter often rely on full parsing and interpretation of a user’s utterances, but see
Milward, 1999). Note that there is an interesting connection betweenWYSIWYM editing and
the frame-driven or form filling approaches which are characteristic of commercially available
dialogue systems (The frame-driven approach goes back to Bobrowet al. (1971). Its recent
success seems to be partly due to the advent of high quality speech recognition technology).
When a user constructs aDAG by means ofWYSIWYM , the user can be seen as filling in slots.
However, in doing so, the user builds up aDAG whose complexity goes beyond that of a simple
frame structure. Firstly, theDAG may be build up using recursion (in other words, when we
construct aDAG, we may fill in an indefinite number of slots, whereas frames will always have
a fixed number of slots), and secondly we can copy parts of the dag and insert them into other
locations in theDAG which have not yet been filled in (we make essential use of this feature
to model coreference).7

Whereas building up a structure using recursion and copy and paste can be done by means
of direct manipulation, these features seem to make it difficult to see howDAG’s could be
successfully used in spoken natural language dialogue systems, without having to fall back to
full parsing and interpretation of the user’s utterances.

Finally, let us indicate some issues which we would like to address in the future:� Currently, a demonstrator of the dialogue manager exists. It has not yet been integrated
with the full application. However, the first trials with end-users of the system have
been very encouraging. Three end users were asked to formulate queries using the
WYSIWYM technology and had no difficulties in doing so. Within the coming months,
a formal evaluation of the system has been planned.� We would like to further explore the possibilities of making the range of utterancesthat
the user can construct at a given point in the dialogue more dependent on the antecedent
dialogue history.� The issue of sub dialogues has not been addressed in this paper. In our application
domain these can, however, not be avoided (e.g., sometimes the legal information sys-
tem needs to obtain more background information from the user before it can answer a
question).� Finally, we have been working on extending the expressive power of the formal language
which is used to represent dialogue histories. Power (1999) shows how we can extend
it to include Discourse Representation Structures (Kamp & Reyle, 1999), and recently
a prototype which can deal with reference to plural objects has been devised.
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Notes
1. CLIME stands for Computerized Legal Information Management and Explanation. Itis funded by the EC Esprit

Programme under project number EP 25.414. The participants inCLIME are British Maritime Technology Ltd.,
Bureau Veritas, TXT Ingegneria, The University of Amsterdam and the University of Brighton.

2. We use the ProFit notation. See Erbach (1995).
3. Note that this does not mean that a participant can not contradict something that s/he said earlier on, but merely

that the fact of having said it can not be ‘undone’.
4. The question ‘Why P?’ is said to presuppose that P.
5. This list contains only a selection of the requirements. The full list of requirements can be found in Piweket al.

(1999:6).
6. Currently, our lexicon for French is not yet complete. Whereever the generator cannot find the appropriate French

word, it defaults to English.
7. It would be fairly straightforward to devise, for instance, aWYSIWYM system for the train information domain. In

the T-box we would need a conceptjourneywith attributes whose values are a place of departure, a destination
and departure time. On the basis of an object belonging to the concept journey, the system could then generate
a feedback text saying ‘I want to travel fromsome place to some other place at some time’. The user would
subsequently have to expand the anchors which are in boldface. The final text might then be: ‘I want to travel
from Brighton to Gatwick on the second of August at 10:00 am.’
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